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Brown, Kissel to leave P:o sts
Would have ·l ost positions
f o re-organi~ation· proposal
.

.

by Joe Kilsheimer

•

" JI

Brown said .he had been considering
relinquishing his post for about a year.
Appa.rently prompted by President "When I first came here, I came with
Trevor Colbourn's plan to wipe out the· expectation of staying five to seven
their jobs in his reorganization yea[s," 'Brown said. "I have been here
proposals, Vi~e President of Student twelve; I think I have.overstayed a lit·
Affairs, Rex Brown and Social Sciences tle."
College Dean Bernard Kissel have
Since joining the university in
asked to relinquish their positions.
August 1967, Brown · had made his
. Brown's resignation is effective July reputation as somewhat of a conser1. Kissel went on vacation this week, · vative, opposing Student .Government
according to his secretary, and was not proposal's to introduce alcohol on
available for comm~nt.
campus and several versions of a legal
Brown said Wednesday he did not aid seryice. Although he said he has no ·
plan to leave the university, but he ha·s second thoughts about allowing
asked to be reassigned to another ad- alcohol, he· said at the time it· didn't
ministrative post within the university. , appear to be one of the objectives con. One of the options he said he was con- r sistent it the administration's goals.
One of the biggest disappointments
sidering was a position in the Continuing Education department.
as the student affairs vice president,
managlngedltor

Brown
... asks to be reassigi:ied

....

said Br~wh was the failure of the ·
Board of Regents to provide more funding for · on-campus housing. "At the
time," said Brown, "there was a lot of

Kissel
... on vacation
money and a lot of joos to be had .
Students didn't warit to live on c·a mpus, so the. state put a moratorium on
additional housing."

Area development begins to blossom
by Mary Wilson
staff 'writer

The Orange County J:>lanning Board
has approved six major housing
developments for the acrea~ surrounding UCF. Though, · the developments
were approved in the early !70's, little
construction has begun in an area
where the housing demand is high .
According to UCF Housing Director,
Richard
Scott,
rental
facilities
available along Alafaya Trail are
averaging 96-97 percent occupancy.
The 414 rooms. on campus have for
severa_l years topped this figure withfqll occupancy. Nonetheless, 430 to
450 housing applications are turned
doyvn each year by the housing depart.
·
·THE SIX planned developments of
the UCF area, Straw Ridge, University
Lakes, University South, Tech Properties, Pegasus Place and Scottish Glen
are designed to meet student needs, as
well as tho.se of a growing · county.
Throughout Orange County in recent
years,_ apartment occupancy rates have
averaged from 90 to 95 percent._ Yet,
no one seems to be building the needed
a partmerit facilities.
Historically, the UCF area has not
been the center of a development
boom, either in housing or commercial
building. Less than 25 percent of all
plai:ined developments in the area have
been constructed. ~cott' Henderson,
senfor planner of the Orange Cou:r:ity

Planning Board exp~ined, "Orange
County was tremenHo3sly overbuilt in
the early l 970's, and it's been a buyer's
market until recently. It just didn't
make any sense to a developer to throw
up more garden apartments in a .
relatively unpopulated area when.
apartments
I:eadily .
there
were
available everywhere else in town."
THOUGH THE apartment glut is ·
over and occupancy is high, according
to Henderson, "Nobody is building
apartments." The hesitation of UCF
developers can probably be att(ibuted
to two· factors: unprofitable rental

structure and the unfinished construction of the Iron Bridge regional sewage
treatment plant.
.. Henderson's assessment of market
conditions in Orange Counfy concluded fhe developer "qm't get enoug};i
m9ney out of an apartment to justify
building new ones." When the projects
near UCF -were approved the rental
structure was "tremendously higher
than it is now" be~ause occupancy
rates were so low. Now that occupancy ·
is high, the rent is too low to support
new construction.
Currently most of the Orange Coun-

ty construction is aimed at E.PCOT,
the airport, the convention center and
all the commercial services which support the tourist industry. Multi-family
housing (apartment) will be at ~ disadvantage until they show a competitive
profit.
THE
SECOND
consideration
preventing large-scale development
near UCF is the incomplete Iron
Bridge. r-egional sewage treatment
plant. Most of the six housing projects
cited were approved on the condition
that . developers provide community
Development, page 8

To~ay's Future

()utdooi:_Study
Ever ge( tired of stµdying in the controlled atmosphere of the library, but you
don't want to go outdoors because it
might rain or the ·sun is too hot? Student
Government is providing the answer. See
story, page 3.

New Y.o rk Style
Hey all you· transplanted Yankees, don'{
you wi'sh you could have just one more
hotdog like the kind you can get on a
street corner in Manhatten? No, you
don't have to driv_e all the way to New
York. See story, page 12.

King and Queen

air

There was a touch of royalty in the
when
UCF
crowned
its
new
Homecoming King and Queen. The
ZTA 's were especially proud because
their candidates. took both crowns. For a
look at both winners, see page 1o.
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UCF l\Tewsfi.outs.

BOard of.Pub·l ications
picks new business mclnage·r

·A ttitude and ·communication
prObed in Arnold's seminar
If you·r~ oqe of those who've been accused of " having the wrong attitude," hope
is on the way in for the form of a unique seminar to be presented Feb. 9 and 10 by
Dr. Bob Arnold, professor of commun ication.
The non-credit sessions at Maitland's Ciyic Center wj)I cover a range of topics
devoted t<? the relationship between attitude and communica tion.
There will be three complete seminars ·on the two days. The first will be .from
6:30 p.m. to 10 p.m., Feb. 9; the. others will be 8 a .m. to 11 :30 a.m . and 1 p.m . to
4:30 p.m. Feb. 10.
. A:r:nold said the ·program will introduce participants to the "powerful effect
attitude has on careers, families and personal life." There. are fiv e main topics: attitudes and communication; understanding speaking; understanding listening; understanding n<?n-verbal communication, and commu nication and attitudes.
For information on registration, contact the Division of Co.n tinuing Education
·at 275-2 123.
·
·

The university Board of Publications has nominated Debra L Schwab as the
next business manager of the Future.
Schwab succeeds Richard Paiva who resigned two weeks ago. to take another
· position in Deland . Schwab also holds the position of production manager and will
continue to work in that capacity.
Among her goals for the Future, Schwab said, is to mak~ the paper financiall y
strong eno':1gh to go to twice-weekly publication by Jan: 1980.

S·t .u dent Accounting Society
offers free income tax help
. The Student Accounting Society in coordination with the Inter~ al Revenue Service will be offering free income tax assistance to arwone interested .. The society
says they are aiming this assistance primarily toward students; senior citizens a·na
non-English spea king peopl e.
Everyone who comes for help will need .to bring all the necessary information
(W-2 forms, etc.) and the SAS will fill out the income tax fo rms.
. The free help w'ill be offered for thre·e weeks, three days per week, beginning
Feb. 5. The sessions are from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. ; Monday, W~dnesday. and F riday.
They will be held in VC 21 4 . The dates are Feb. 5, 7, 9, 12 , 14, 16, 19, 21, 23.

.
WELL 1 WHAT /S

AVAILABLE AND
W~ERE ~I GO?

•

FRIENDLY PEOPLE,
GOOO WA GE5 AND A
SUPER PLACE TO WORK

.LISTEN, SEA WORLD

IS t.XPANDING ANt>
. LOOJ<.ING FOR -PEOPLE.

AL.L A PART OF
OUR PARK l!((MOsPHERE.

A RE

, WHO WAWT TO <::1ROW ·
WITH US•

.·

.•

Commuters
Faculty-Staff

WH.YWORRY?

C·ENTRALIZED .

-

' SERv1·cES
H.AS IT ALL!
,

I

'

Ticket Books
, $10 value

'1t

on sale for
$9 plus tax

IQ% Savings

BOOK EXCHA.NGE
Today is absolutely t.he last day to redeem.money on sold books o r to get
yo ur unsold books bac k. T he book exchange will sta rt up aga in at the.
m e! of this qua rter.

Theatre Tiekets

Reg.

Once Upon a St age

12.00

CAMELOT

Movie Tiekets
G enera l .Cinema
P la za ~ock ing Cha ir
E a stern Federa l
Interstate 6
·w o metco -(Pa rk East & West)
Great Sou t hern Musi c Ha ll
University Drive-In

(m ov ies on ly)

3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00

1.75
1.75

1.so
1.75

F

1.75
1.25
1.25

Other Services.
Babysitt ing Reffera l
C onsumer Un ion ·

Purchase Frolll Cashier
· V.C. Cafeteria
Redeelllable in V.C.
Cafeteria Only

Discount
9.QO

Off Campus H ousing
Travel Board

Commun ity Agency Refe r ral Serv ice .

Babysitting Referral"'.··We need babysitters! If you
are intere·sted~ please come into S.G. and fill out a
form.
·

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
TODAY IS THE LAST DAY TO GET TICKETS AT THE
KIOSK FQR THE ROLLINS GAME!

······~··············································
Special Purchase Price
Opportunity Ends Feb. 23rd
No Time Limit On Redemption

Please remember that.you ~re limited to two tickets per l.D. per purchase.
Located in V . C. 217. Hou rs a rp 9-4 M-F . Call 2 7.5-2 19 1 fo r
morp i ~~rmaH o n .
.
·

All Services Available To Student!!, Faculty, & Staff.

~ Ca111eus Feb!~~r;, 1919

3

VP·Brown impounds
financial aid records

Committ~e seeks input
The ad hoc Committee of Inquiry requ~sts input f~om the un·i~erisfy Commu~ity (students, faculty, staff) regarding the alleged abuses that appeared in the

Jan. 19 issue of the Future regarding the Financial Aid. Office. All information
will h~ considered confidential. Please contact any member of the Committee of
Inquiry hy Feb. 9. We appreciate-your cooperation.

by Joe Kilsheimer
managing editor

After several rumors surfaced last
week that records ~ere being tampered with in the Financial Aid Office
before a full investigation could takP
place, Vice President for Student Affairs, Rex Brown, ordered Financial
Aid records impounded.

•

Brown said the move was prompted
when . he received a call from Future
staff writer Deane Jordan who said two
unidentified sources· were concerned
that the records were being changed
before · auditors had a . chance - to
examine them.
"I had the records ·impounded
because we wanted to avoid a situation

Dr. Joan Burr, ADM 243, ext. 2671
Mr. Jim Smith, Budget Office, ADM 331, ext. 2622
Mrs. Car~) Wilson, Dean of Women, ADM _2 79, ext. 2824

such as this. (records tampering)," Brown said". "But we have received no
substantiation of ·those cha rgcs,." he
added. ·
A C<nnmittee of Inquiry began investigating the allegations of financial
mismanagement and other charg~s· of
unprofessional behavior by the Director of Financial Aid Dornilrl R;:i 'l dwin.
The committee is chaired by Dr.
Joan Burr, from the Sponsored Research Department. Other committeE>
members include Jim S~ith fr~m the
budget office and Dean of . Women·
Carol Wilson.
·
'\.

Burr saip the committee has recei.ved

. their

from

Burr also said -'t' the committee is

President Colbourn and that a. ful I and
complete inves'tigation will he made

instructions

dire.ctly

seeking anyone <who might have any
intormation on the alleged misconduct
in the Financial Ai_d Office. She added
that · the committee is conducting a
confidential investigation and all in~
-formation w.ill be kept secret J?y the
committee.

before the committee makes a report.
"He (Colbourn) has put at ou·r disposal ·
the auditor's office, the university attorney; anything we . think we will
need.

Campus .planners complete , stu~y area design
•

~

Student Body Vice President Armando · Payas and campus · planners
have finalized plans for· an outdoor
study area, according to Pa yas. Final.
drawings were rel ea sed fro_m the planner's office last week.
·Onlr one study area w ill 'be csmstructed at this time- Pa y as said· but })e
added that b e hopes he university will·
find the money tQ bu_ila more. Officials
i~ the campus planning ·offi ce sa id
each_ study are~ will cost approximately $ l l-$13,000, which is at
least $3000 more than- was originally
expected.
The.study areas will be located in the
gras~y area between the classroom
building, the Humanities .and Fine Arts
Building and the Library.
Payas said they decided to put the
study areas on the north side of campus
because . the university is going to be
growing fastest in that direction ·and
more students would have easy access
. · to it there.
The building will be made of natural
.wood a,nd brick to .keep with the.
aesthetic design of other buildings on .
UCF's campus. The outside walls of
th€ study areas will be constructed on

a slant, and grass-like substance will be
placed ·on the outside of them.
· · Construction on the study areas will
not begin until after.the Student ~enate
approves the 1979-80 Activity and
Setvice Fee budget because Payas said

he would like .to fund the project with
A&SF monies.
The study areas may be built in .conju~ction w"ith a plan . f~r a recreation
·area at Lake Claire proposed by Jim'
Soukup, president pro tern of the

senate. Neither buildings will be> started until July 1, according to Dick
Lavender, uni.versitv architC'ct.
Pavas and Osw~lclo Garcia have'
been:·working on thP plans sine<' the
beginning of the fall qi:rnrtc-r.

FQCUs ori Photography Winners-Second Week

Richard Eames repeat ·· with
another first place shot "Chair
and Shadow." Second place goes
to Ken Birge with his desert shot
a hove.

-·
~
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Stu.dents interested in participating
in contests or displaying projects for
the Engineer's Fair Feb. 16-17 must
file an application by Feb. 10.
Competition is open to all students
find jncludes categories for technical
societies, individuals, and grnups. Both
students and faculty may prepa:re
displays for the event.'
·

Rotary Club·otters
foreign s~udy plan
The . Rotary Foundation of Rotary
International is sponsoring graduate
fellowships
and · undergraduate
scholarships for young men and
women who .can act in the · dual
capacity and unofficia l "ambassador
of good will"
Preference is given. to applicants who
wish to study in ·a country were the
native language is different from their
own. Application deadline is March 1.
Awards include round trip jet fair
between the receipienfs permanent
__ · residence and place of study in addition
to
incidental
travel
expenses,
registration, tuition and fees, books,
room and board, and funds for limited
educational travel.
Application information is available
from any Rotary Club or by contacting
Barth Engert in the UCF Public Infqrmation Office.at 275-2504.

ACM to discuss
home computers
Home computers will be the subject
of the Association for Computer
Machinery meeting Feb. 6 at 4 p.m . in
HFA 209.

Everyone is invit'ed to the ·meeting,
wich will feature the Apple II and the
Radio Shack TRS '80 mini.compl:lter
systems.

Deadline nears
·tor HRP applic~nts
Applications for upper division into
programs in the College of Health
Related Professions are due March 1.
Application forms may be obtained
in the specific programs offices, students
with questions should .contact Anita
Sfi?-ith in the College ·of Health Related
Professions at 275-2406 or 275-2407.

TKE's to roll keg
·for Leukemia fund
Luekemia kills more children than
any other disease and kills even more
adu"lts, acco1:ding to the Leukemia
Society . .
Tau Kappa Epsilon is sponsoring ·a
48 hour/200 mile keg roll to benefit the
Leukemia Society this weekend.

~

Specializing in T o,day s

.

O

0

.

'

ofi anv
rPgular

I

1.00 I
h<ii°rcut

off im~·
hairstyling

only Mon.· Fri.·
Expire 3/1/79

.,§Zl-lll~ ~.

FOCUS

FUTURE Newspaper
Southern Photo
3184 E. Cc>lonial. Orlando
896-1724

PHOTOGRAPHY
' WEEKLY PRIZES
(from ('!lther Southern or Hermon Photo Center)

1st ~LACE $10 GIFT CERTIFICATE
2nd PLACE $5 GIFT CERTIFICATE

Harmon Photo Center
1323

OVERALL GRAND PRIZES
(from Southern Photo)

2nd PLACE $50 GIFT CERTIFICATE
(from Hannon Photo Center)

3rd PLACE $25 GIFT CERTIFICATE
(from Harmon Photo Center)

. Ornnget\ve .. Orlando

~98-~32 I

....---- PHOTO CONTEST RULES - - 1. Only black and white prints 5X7 or larger with borders will be accepted.
2 . The photo must have been taken after Jan. 1, 1978.
3. Current UCF stud'lnts. faculty and staff only areellglble.
4 . Future newspaper staff members are not eltglble.
' 5 . Photos may be of any subject as long as they are In good taste.
6 . There Is no limit to the number of entries each Individual may submit.
·
7. There will be 2 prizes awarded each week and 3 prizes awarded to
overall winners. An lndlvldual may win more than once and everyone
submitting photos ls ellglble for the overall grand prizes.
8. Ji'hotos must be submitted with the following Information taped to
the bacl< of each photo: Name, social security number, college,
major. and phone number.
9. Winning weekly photos will be published In the January 26th Issue
of the FUTURE and will be published each Friday until the Issue of
February 16th. The overall grand prize winning photos will be
published In the February 23rd Issue,
19. Entries must be submitted before 12 p.m. Tuesday each week In
order to be considered for that weeks contest. Submit photos to
FUTURE editorial office.
11. Entries for the overall grand prize must be submitted prior to 12
p.m. Tuesday February 13th.
12. Photos may be picked up at the FUTURE editorial office anytime
after Feb. 26th.1979.
.
0

1st PLACE $7 5 GIFT CERTIFICATE

>

Sponsored By

ON.

CONTEST

I
I

Redeemable

-

1979

I
I

j

. Wintc•r Park

Legislature taking
i~tern applicants

Applications . fo~ the Legislative Intern Program are due March 15, according to Rep. Richard Hodes, (DTampa), chairman of the House of
Representatives Intern Committee.
Eighteen applicants will be selected
Today is the last day students cari in May by the committee and will serve
pick up their tickets to the UCF - as legislative in'terns in Tallahassee for ·
Rollins game, which will be tomorrow one year. They wil serve as staff
in the gymnasium.
research assistants in standing House
Tickets can be picked up at the Kiosk Committees and attend Florida .State
from 9:00 a.m. until they are gone. University.
Only one ticket can be picked up with
For more information, contaCt Dr.
each I.D. card.
Robert Hicks at 275-2870.

.Rollins tickets
available at Kiosk ·

Important Dates
Deadline for withdrawal from classes
or the university without grade p~nalty.
Students may not withdraw after this
date.
February 23
Last day to remove "I'' earned last
quarter.
March. 9
Classes end for Winter Quarter
March 12-15
Final Examination Week
Students can no longer audit a course unless they do so during Add-Drop, according to I.E. Knight, director of Records and Registration.
Feb_rua'ry 7

for sale·

r.
50¢1
I
I

5 Expert Stylists ·
·
Complete _line of Kings Den
·Redken Hair Products
S<»morai1 Shoppiug C<•nh:r
(Conwr of 436 & Aloma)

'IEAAS.'

services

EXPERT TYPING - 18 yrs. exp; Term papers,
Velazquez classical guitar, student model. Ex· reports, thesis, resumes, etc. Correction of
cellent sound. $250. With hard case. Call Wayne spelling, grammar, punc. and editing included.
Burroughs, Ext. 2216.
Reasonable. Call Bea 678-1386.
·

Look for men and women'
Kt.

.

· KINGS DEN .
HAIRSTYLING
·
·
· ,

. Members of TKE will be taking
pledges this week a'n d are asking UCF
students to support their service
project.

COM~DRTA1?.t£,

GALS.' tT'S
GoN'NA ~€. A
LCJ .. oNG FOoR

marketplace

H~drt Associ ation©

,m
. y·

'' . 6£\

YE.S/ AND NC>W I ON\\ GROc.J~ DH06 oA:y '', ~E W\LL E. ME R0c
To G\Vc \-\\S 1ooi'a Ace oRATE
V.JEATl-\E.R FoRECASr.'

Exercise Regularly
Ame rican

4

Mobile Home 1974, 12 X 70, 2 lg. bdrm., 2 tub
baths, Cerit. H&A appliances, furnished, EXTRAS:
Awni,.g, skirting, shed. Excellent Condition. $950
equity & assume payments. 275-2408, after 5.
Call 277-4398.
'68 Olds 88, best offer. Call 644-5074.
Olds 442 169, new motor & trans. PS, PB, 4speed. $1800. 851-4355 afters:

Professional typing, 14 yrs. exp. IBM Electric.
Spelling, punctuation & grammar corrected. IB~
Correcting Selectric •. only 1st class work. Paper
supplied. Susie Weiss ..647-4451after2.
Will do typing at home. Phone 331-0498. Joyce
Demars. Term Papers, Thesis Papers, etc.
Professional typing. 14 years exp. IBM Electric.
Spelling, punctuation & grammar corrected. Paper
provided. 70¢/page. Call Ginny.

Professional TYPING - knowledgeable in all types
73 Montego MX 351C 2v PS, PB, Air, radio, radial of work. IBM Electric. .Paper ·provided. Call Anita,
tires, new paint. Exe. cond. will trade 1395 or of· 365-~538 after 5:00.
.fers. St. Cloud, 892-7823. ·
Typerwriter repairs. Work on most models. Rates
1.97·3 Celica, 4-speed, radial tires, tape deck, air ve-ry reasonable. Call 677-5016.
cond., clean, $1750. Ph. 365-3973.
EUROPE ADVENTURES • know the cost before you
'67 Dart GT bucket seats, console small V-8, go. Student camping tours. Write: K. Gerben~, Ex1utomatic, power steering, good gas mileage, periments in Traveling, P.O. Box 2198 A, West
dependable. No rust but needs paint. Call 365- Lafayette, IN 479~6.
5259 after 6 p.m.
I tutor Math & Engineering courses. Call Bob 275For Sale 73 Honda 450 motorcycle, runs great! 7573.
S600 firm or trade. Call Arne 896-0746.
AB~RTION SERVICES, birth control information,
pregnancy tests and counseling, vc screening,
low-cost, confidential services.
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization
Skilled artist to ·letter taxi cab. ·Reasonable.
609 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando
University Cab. 275-9483.
898-0921

t.-----------------.
..
help wanted
JOBS ON SHIPS! American, foreign. No experience
required. Excellent pay. Worldwide travel. Summer Job or career. Send $3.00 for information.
SEAFAX, .Dept. F;4, Box 2049, Port Angeles, WA
98362.

FREE PREGNANCY TESTS: Abortion ~ervices; low
cost birth control. Privacy, confidentiality guaran·
teed. Birth Control Center, Inc., 725 N. Magnolia
Ave. Available by phone 24 hrs. a day: 422-0606;
or toll free 1 (800) 432-8517.
Looklnc for some "do-it-yourself" iob security in • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _
. .
these uncertain times? Unusual opportunity for
good earnings, part-time or full-time. For appointment Ph: 894-6889.
Valentine's Day is fast approaching! If you want to
wish that special someone a lovely Valentine's
Wint to earn $15,000 to $20,000 part time? Day, get your classified ad in no later than Mon·
Rtiiresenting a super fast growing insurance day, Feb. 5. All students, faculty and staff pay ·the
.agency providing services to small businesses. lowest rates for this special occasion. 25¢ a line
Then call me Ralph Skelton - 830-9202.
(45 characters). Hurry!

personal

Do you want to be a boss? Management positionsfor aggressive men & women in sales & services.
Students, faculty and staff alike: call today for
appointment. 671-4081evenings,830-5417.

Studef!t needs female roommate immediately.
Private room & bath. $75/mo. 2 mi. from UCF. see
M. Kranz at 30l l Johnny St. after 5:30 p.m., rear
apt.

:...
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New equal opportunity director
becomes.friend to everyone

by Deane Jordan
staff writer

•

You've got a friend--Dr. Carol
Surles, director of UCF's Equal Opportunity Program.
Surles, who assumed the directorship
of the program in September, says her
office is committed to supervising
UCF's compliance to various laws that
ha'(e been passed to protect a.JI citizens_,
whether a student or employee, from
discrimination:
"One of the primary functions of th.is
office," said Surles, "is to monitor the
searching, screening and hiring activities at all levels and the monitoring
of recruitment and enrollment ac- .
tivities of students, with an emphasis
on trying to increase the representation
of women and minorities."
The major legislative acts Surles' office is concerned with are the acts
commonly referred to as Title VII,
Title IX, Section 504 ·of the Handicap
·Act and Affirmative Action.
"Title VII is designed to protect all
·citizens, men and women _alike_-

whereas
Affirmative
Action
is
specifically designed to change the linderrepresentation of minorities and
women," Surles said.
"Unfortunately," said Surles, "many
people do not realize that Title VII is to
provide protection for all citizens. It is
to protect women from sexual
harassment_ on the job, to protect _.
native americans from prejudicial
· attitudes, to protect Hispanics, Asians ·
and Blacks. All americans, men and
women,."
.
Title IX, said Dr. Surles, is to ensure
· equality of educational opportunity to
all students, which cari -Include ··equ-~T
opportunity
to · participate
in
athletics,
committees,
leadership
positions
and
financial
aid.
"'Everything,'; · said Surles, .. that is
designed to enhance a student's
benefits from the total educational experience."
The Equal Opportunity Program offis_e ?l~o _ insures tha.t handicapped
~tudents and employees h~v~c-

2P.M.
FEBRUARY 4, 1979 .

Sunday

•

ment where it has tG be, at the very ·
. top at · the exec":l.tive level, with Dr.
Trevor Calbourn," Surles said.
Surles said that one purpose ot her
office is to establish guidelines and
. procedures to assure that various
'equality' legislation is nof circumvented, adding that her b~~kground in
pe;sonnel and labor r~'Gtions gives her
$reater ip.sight in the way people who

~

, DRAPEllIES .:

Aftern~on

Concert

-
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RICHARD
&
PICKERING
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.

ARTISTS MATERIALS

· 1

FREE ESTIMAT~S:

I

•Drafting Materials
• Tape&Type
• Air Brushes

RODS&INSTALLATION ·
1

LCALL us NOW

__J

)

AT

.

FULL LINE Of fi.PvTIST SUPPLIES

~

JACOBS & \?t:~i~es

. .

THEATRE ON PARK
401 PARK AVE. N.
WINTER PARK
ADM. $2.00

1

hire people have sidestepp~d equality
guidelines in the.past.
Surles added that'anyone within the
university who is having problems or
questions pertaining to their employment sh~mld feel free to go to her
office.
The Equal Opportunity Program
Office is located in room 384 ·of the
Administration Building and its phone
number is 275-2302.

Since 1966 - WE LIKE TO PLEASE
Go to 946 N. MILLS AVE..FOR:

.

.

Dr. Carol Surles
... to ensure.educational equality

------~:-;

;CUSTOM MADEi
'

~·

~

cess to all the education facilities and
programs, which, according to Surles,
is anything frorri having a drinking
fountain lowered to providing special
tutorial services . .
Surles.
says
the
current
woman/minority representation at
UCF is low, although she hopes that
situation will change in the near
future.
"I sincerely believe that there c;i.re individuals here (at UCF) who are concerned about the low representation. I
do believe we c.a n move ahead with
pro~rams a!1d that we have a commit-

898-6271.

HWY 426 WEST.OF OVIEDO
. 365:3689 M-F 10-5

Bob Hope says,
"Help keep
Red Cross
ready."

A Public Service of This Newspaper & The Advertising Council

PRE-ROLLINS
PARTY
Feb. 3 from 4-7p.m •.before the game .
at the Coral Reef (across form U.C.F.)
Open to all U.C.F. stu~en~s

m

·4 kegs of free· beer have been donated by
the Coral Reef and $.25 for draft after kegs
run dry. Also finger s~ndwiches and soda
are FREE. All you need is your U.C.F. I.D.! ··
Come back for more· $."25 draft after the
game for an ho1:1r!
·

Co~gratu· lations

To
·Beth
Cranston
&
Rick
Houser

Sponsored
nment.

**••••••••••••••*********************•••••
-
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·DISCO SUX DANCE·
Saturday Night From 1Op.in. to 2a.m·.
attheVCAR
Rock provided by "Air. Head"

1978-79 Homecoming
Queen&King

With.Love, From
The Zetas

~

Free with U.C.F. l.D~
$1.~ G.P.
Sponsored by the Village Center PEC.
~
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Will it be OZ?
Some d~y, this year will be looked back on as
one of many beginnings! A year.·of" new growth,
new ideas and optimism. .
Right now though, it feels as if we're in the middle of a whirlwind .and. like Dorothy in the
"Wizard of OZ", · we don't know where· we are
going to end up. .
. ·
~
The first rustlings Qf a breeze began over a year
ago when candidate Colboum said he had plans ·
(such as changing the name) if he became
President Colbourn. The wind whipped up when
Colbourn took office and put' the name change
machinery in motion . That done, he turned his attention to football at UCF. He had already transferred the Department of Intercollegiate Athletics -'
.to his jurisdiction. ·
. ·
Now we are in the midst · of the biggest reorganization of ·the ad~inistration of the university since it was started. And we are caught in the
middle of the tornado, waiting .to see where we'll
land when the wind dies down.
We can visualize the .OZ the president sees but it
is a lo~g way off, and it is not to be attained
without surmounting some obstacles.
We ·can imagine .the visibility · and community
support a football team would ·bring. It woul~ also
be a rallying point for students and alumni. But we
als·o see the need to maintain and build the
pr~grams we have.
The re-organization of the three colleges into
one and the creation of a department of undergraduate studies could conceivably save money
and streamline many of the functions being performed now; but we see the uncertainty of pr~sent
faculty and adminjstrators as · well as students:
What will happei:i to the displaced positions and
those who hold them? How long will it take to seek
out qualified. replacements? Will any useful
existing programs be needlessly destroyed?
.
The answers to these questions of course cannot
come at ·once, or not even in the near future . But
the questions must be asked. Whirlwinds have a
way of making you wonder whether it was worth
running away fro_m home.
.
When the changes become the routine and when
the last big wind~ die down; then we can look back
and see whether. it was worth the trip.
THE EDITORIAL BOARD

Letter
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Lett.e r!i

'We do an excellent job'Editor:
I would like to take this opportunity to present
a number of facts in light of your recent in. vestigative report. and subsequent editorial concerning the Office of Student Financial Aid.
UCF a'lds roughly five thousand students with
roughly $6 million a year. I'm sure that you're
·aware' of the tremendous administrative burden
involved in processing this amount of dollars to
·
the eligible students invqlved.
Mr. Don Baldwin heads up this operation ·with
the assistance of four student Financial Aid
Counselors (one having been added to the staff
approximately thirty days prior to this..writing). I
addition, we. have on staff one secretary, one
Clerk III, and qne Clerk Typist-Recptionist. Data
input is handled by a keypunch operator.
If you would, for a moment, consider a few activities involved in this operation. First, .there are
one hundred seventy five plus or .minus programs
involved. These programs must be managed as
whole and individually. Correspondence to donor
and students must be maintained. Applications
and information must be constantly revised and.
updated. Changes in law a~d procedures must be
complied with. Cont~ct and counseling must .be
made with prospective students. Pers<;mal files
.

.

.

Brown: Appalled and dismayed

Letter to the editor must he deliver<>d to the· Future h~· 3
p.m. on the · Monda~- prior t,> ~uhlicati~~n t!> ~e _l·onsidcre<_I.
foy that issue. Letters must hear the wrater s s1~nature ar:id
phone number. Names will he withheld \lpon r~ucst. The
Future reserves the riJ,tht to edit letters.
.
Mailing address: P.O. Box 25000. Orlando. Florida 32816.
Editorial office phone: 2 7 5-260 I. Busines.4i · offil·e phon~: ·

.

must be . maintained (cur-tent · and historical).
Funds must be· applied for, taken into account,
transferred and disbursed to the efigible and
proper students current and historical ·:records
must be maintained relative to these transactions.
Statistics must· be gathered and distributed by this ·
office. In addition, personnel must be trained to .
function effectively, efficiently, and confiden_
. tially in this office.
.
With those facts in . mind, one might co.nclude
that in order to complete these ~hores, there must
be many bright minds and quick han9.s working
together with a common goal in sight. That goal
might be the satisfaction of the students involved,
the federal and state government regulations_, the
private donor request, and the university rules ·
and regul_atio~s. Thanks to ·our fine student
assistants we (the fulltime staff) are able to accomplish the task at hand.
In conclusion, it is my opinion that, yes, we do .
an excellent job. We do employ a number of fine
young people, comparable to .the best in the
nation. And yes, ·our · professionalism is
questioned by those who share a common
ignorance of the f~cts.
Perry Carter

a

'

POiley

215-2865.

.

>·~

.

This pu.hlic document was promulgated at an anmfal. ('f>St. of
:$S8,'t28 or 5.4 cents· (K'r .(·op~· to infom1 the unm.•rs!t~·
:communitv. · Annual adwrtisin~ re,:enue of 526.~)00
:de&aved .f-4.5 pert'cnt of the an~ual (•c>St. The Future isi
fund~ ~rough the Acth:it~· and ·Sen'i('(' f~ as iaHcK·ated .h~· .
the student government of t~e University of Central Florida.· ·

Editor:
I was appalled and dismayed to read about the to identify themselves, which refute your
alleged activities within the Office of Stu.dent allegations. It is most regrettable, if you have
Financial Aid published in the January 19 issue evidence of wrongdoings, that you elected not to
of.the Future. If it was your hope or intent to be share the information so that an ·appropriate imhelpful to students, your approach· fails .to m~et vestigation, with due process, could be utilized.
this objective.
Instead, it appears you have ~esorted to senThe records ~ithin the Office of Student . sationa.lism.
Financial Aid ·are audited on a routine basis. A
Despite the audit information and written
favorable audit was completed only this month. sta~ements to the contrary, your allegations
It failed to reveal any significant deviations such prompt university action. President Trevor
as·those reported in you article. As of this writing, Colbourn h?s appointed an Ad Hoc Committee of
no student has approached this office to advise· of Inquiry to investigate the situation you describe.
any social problems related to work in the ~ffice. If the allegations are substantiated, appropriate
You have, however; made a number of. serious action will be taken: If the allegations should
charges. The allegations have prompted several .prove unsubstantiated, I hope you will give opletters and memorandums, from persons willing propriate attention to that tact.
Brown, page 7

Editor-in-chief

flJflJf[)

Anthony B. Toth

University .o f
Central Florida

Debra L.-Schwah

Editorial Staff
D<'a1111a Gugel, Associate Editor; Bria11 l,aP<'ta, EntPrtai11mn1t Editor, A11n Barry, Sports Editor; Carol Arnold, Kn1 Br<'!C<'r. Don Gilliland, D<'all<' Jordan. Daep
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·
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'
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Tllr' F11t11rr· is 1111hlislwrl li'!'l'ldy . fall. 11·i11ll'r. (II/(/
.~pri11f!.. a11d hi11·1«·kly i11 1111' s111111111·r al th<' ll11i1·1·rsil11 of
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..
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· .
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Never even found book
,..

I

I ;'

•

•

Editor:
I don' t know who else to write this
grievance to so I thought I'd write to
you. I don't know whether .or not it'll
do any good .
I've been a student here for two
quarters now and I've never had any
problems or complaints about any of
bureaucratic
the
university's
procedures until now.
Last quarter I forgot to pick up my
student library card because I had
been told that it would .be sent to me.
They never did, but in the meantime I
had no problem checking books out
with my student I.D. and my schedule.
Now this quarter J picked up my
library card and began using it. Well,
one day I was late for classes and in
rushing out of the house, I left the
lihrary card at home. The same day I
was going to check out a book that I
needed for an assignment and I · ·
discovered that I only had my student
I.D., printed schedule and fr!.Y driver's
ficense in my pocket.. I assumed th~ii
with all the identification it would be
possible. A student assistant was
preparing the book for me to take
when. tne libra-nan came over and
refused to let me take the book! I was
really put .back! I argued with her ·a little and so as not to get into it any further, I asked them ·to put it on hoid. I
returned the next day and they didn't
have it and I had to 'look all over the
XXX&* ¢&V' %?& library and never
did find it.

NOW
from 5:30 to 10:00 p.m. every
Thursday in the Knights Den ·
Snack Bar your mealcard I.D.
will buy a pitcher of beer of your
choice for $1.00. Hurry in!

So I'll be damned if I'm going to pay
$300 a quarter and not be able to
check out a book even when I have my
student I.D., schedule and driver's
license.
. Is there anybody else I could complain.to?
·
Mal is.se Emerson

Editor's note:
According to Mrs. Elba Grovdahl of
-the Circulation Department in the
Library, when a student wants to
check out a book without a li-brary
card, every effort is made to either
hold the book until the student comes
back with a card or to reissue another
library card after the student shows a
student l.D. and a current class
schedule. Apparently, the policy was
not followed in your case.

Dr. Colbolirn ·
commended
Editor:
Dr. Colbourn is to be commended
for his swift appointment of a committee to investigate the alleged abuses of
the Financial Aid Office.
Since the Future took the time and
space of its paper to report on this office there must be "something" there . .
A.F. Creighton

Heart .

.Disease.
-You can·live
Without it.
Give Heart Fund

~

Cannot afford
misused funds

Editor:
In regard to your article and
editorial on the improprieties within
the Financial Aid Office, I would like
to go on the record as a supporter of
your investigative reporters. I'm sure
the Future would not and could not
print a story unless it had basis in fact.
Even if it were just· a well-known
rumor, I feel it should be thoroughly
checked out. I, evidently unlike some
of the readers who have previously
written editorials, cannot afford to
hav.e funds (which I helped through
taxes) mis.used.
Don't
these
ultra-conservatives
.·believe this sort of thing could happen
here? If so, they're a bit naive but'
ignorance is bliss, and they must be
very happy individuals. All the other ·
editorials which were submitted dealt
with the more sensational end of the
story, while· totally overlooking the
possible misuse of Financial Aid fun~
ding and. Mr. Baldwin's power.
Kurtis Dond~linger's suggestion that
the Future staff use proper channels
was a good suggestion! There's only
one problem with it...they already had.
Mr. Baldwin was obviously contacted
before the ·a rticle was printed. Otherwise where did the quotes come from?
Also, how. did Mr. Donelinger expect to·
identify one of the Future's "c;:asual observers"? I'm sure they didn't wear a
sign, and since there are many people.
. in and out 9f the .Financial Aid office, I
n:iust congratulate Mr. Dondelin,g er's

keen .eye for not spyiI).g one. From the
sounds of it, the Future is lucky in
losing one such reader.
As for Stewart" Calderwood's
editorial 'Shades of M.cCarthyism' all I
have to say is if that were true, why
.then was his article approved for printing? If this is witchhunting, hopefully
the Future will continue to do so.
Finally, congratulations to Mr. Toth
for answering these asinine charges
with nothing more than dignity and
facts in his editor's notes. Too bad the·
more informed faction of the student
body did not submit their appraisals.
The . overall attitµde in the editorials
wo1.:1ld certainly have been more supportive to the Future staff.
Gretchen Weber

B r o w n - - - f r o n i page 6

In the 1nterim, it is recommended
that the Editorial Board review its per- .
formance in this case. I hope you will
agree that a trial by newspaper is less
than fair and appropriate. I'm sure the
Committee of Inquiry will wish to
have your input in the course of its
review of the charges made.
W. Rex Brown
V.P. for Student Affairs

Thanks to Mark Donalds~n for the terrific skit at
Homecoming. To Alan Johnson for driving the Wiz
and Sandy Brown for his courageous efforts in
building it. Thank you too, John Ching, for being
the only guy working with us at Burdine's. We love
you all!
-Alpha Chi Omega

American Heart Association\1 (

'•

•

HARMON PHOTO CENT·f .R
•ortandos' fastest growing professional and cmpmercial
photo deal~r, with a.full range of photographic and
audio-visual equipment in stock.
·
eHarmon's darkroom discount card saves you money
on every darkroom purchase. Come in for information.
eour expert staff is always ready io answer your questions
and help you get the most from your equipment .
. eAn major lines of photographic equipment.is
carried in stock, and if we don't have it we
will be glad to order it (or you. :
·

...

eExpert quality photo finishing-- at low prices
ewe buy-sell-trade ..Come in for a good
deal o·n your next camera or lens purchase.
eour 11 stores buying p~wer means we
can sell for less and still.give you expert
service before and.after the sale.

HARMON PHOTO CENTER
1323 JNorth Orange Avenue-· Orlando-- 898-2321
Across from Lake Ivanhoe - on.the corner·of N. Ora.nge and Virginia
Store hours 9 - 5:30 Monday thru Friday
.
·
_
. .
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Baldwin and stall do jobs well
Editor:
Is there something wrong with your
"Editorial Bo~rd?" Someone on it who
can't get any? Your editorial of Jan .
19, was one of the most- irresponsible
pieces of crap I hav~ ever seen. You
speak of "Impropriety", etc. You have
no business ·whatsoever of critiCizing .
Mr. Baldwin of Financial Aid, ·
however"many pretty gir~s he has in his
hire, unless there is some reasonable
doubt as to whether they are perfor~
ming their- jobs properly. I, for one,
have no· complaints about the ,Financiaf
Aid. Office·~ service, and know of no
one who has one (if one excepts the eternal bureaucratic shuffle of papers
which all government offices have) . In
my opinion (which can be objective--!
have no friends or relatives working in
Fina'ncial.Aid), Mr. Baldwin and his st- _
aff do their jobs· extremely well--pretty
or not. Next time, Hnd a good thing to
.question, or don't write an editorial.
If you must comment upon something, I suggest you look at yourselves,
first. Do you reaJi.ze you are the second
largest running joke on this camp-qs?
(The first being the elevator in the Fine
Arts building, which definitely runs
too long). Your only merit i.n the three
years I've been here (arid in the past,
I'm told) has been your editorial cartoons, and this year even those aren't
up to par. (Sorry, Dave, I can draw
better than you- I can't write any better so I don't.) I, for .one, am sick of
reading half-way through a SO-line
story and being told ""continued on
page 47", so that you could put in a
three-quarter · pa.g e . advertisement.
This is fine, for page one stories~ all
newspapers do this, -but every story
over two inches long? You should attempt to fit a whole story on a single
page whenever possible, and use the
shorter ones to fill in ' those quarter
pages.
Further, try to stop being a· blasted
rubber stamp for your advertisers o_n
campus (Student Government, BOR,
President, etc.) be journalists i~stead .
When you write an article, do a
complete job, not a half-witted one like '
your photography article was. Instead
of telHng them just the SLR_) are_bet-.
ter, you shouid' ve- given ;t' least some
information on w hy SLR 's are better--

from page 1

cost means little. Run down on the list
you' re speaking · to beginners) . ALso ,
a few of the bette·r makes. Not Nikon,
give them an idea of the best place in
of course, they're the best, but instead
town to buy cameras. Not later,
try and give an idea of what to watch
now .. .they could go out and get one
for. .. exnmple--somebody,
upon
since they now think they know what
reading your article might decide to
. to look for.
rim out and buy a .camera, so they see
Nicholas Bretagna II
two cameras, identical in price, shutter
Editor's note:
speed, accessor_ies, etc, except that
. · ·In reference to the ph9tography arcamera one has an f/ 1. 7 ·1ens, and · . ticle last week: 1) it was mentioned
~amera two has an f/2.2 lens. Which is
which are the better brands of SLRS, 2)
better.? ihe one with the lower f stop, of
A camera with a lower f-stop may not
course. No need to tell them why just
necessarily be better than anot~er
that a lower f stop is better, and say
camera with the same features and a
that you'll go into why in a later arhigher f-stop ; 3) Pocket instamatics are
ticle. Tell · them what cameras are
a fine and inexpensive way for college
listed as b.est ·in Modem Photography
students (who are for the most part on
and so on ...
limited budgets) to start a hobby in
It would have been better for yoiif:o
photography, 4) A list of places which
do this then· to go into the pocket 'in0 ffer the lowest camera prices was instamatics. Obvious~y you can't get
. eluded in the article.
good photos from them (yes, a pro or
an experience · hobbyist might, but

when Iron Bridge is completed all
·package treatment pl ants. Nonetheless,
developments must tie in with it~
sewage treatment line. It would be far
cheaper to delay construction, avoid
building community plants, and hook
into the Iron Bridge plant immediately
said Henderson. The Orlando Public
Works Department ex·p ects completion
of Iron Bridge in August , 198.1.
The six developments, as approved
will encompass about. 1,260 acres.
Twenty-five acres will be devoted to
commercial property, five acres to of-.
· fices and more than 300 acres set_aside
for open space. The remaining acreage
will be devoted to housing.

Maintain p-r ofessional manner
Editor:
.
.
While it is very heartwarming to see so many .people rally to the aid of Mr.
Baldwin's reputation , I should like to di rect everyone's attention to orie very important fact in this controversy.
' In over three years as a secretary for more than one employer I have never been
touched befow -the shoulder nor would I permit such actions. Moreover, in a
business situat-ion, I would expect my superior to behave in a l!lOSt professional
manner.
.
If several people on campu~ have seen a professional behave in· other than a
professional tnann,er, then that alone may ·give them cause to question activities in ·
that area . I would like to quote the Jan. l 9 editorial in the Future: "-If (this) impression is notjustified, then perh_aps there should have been an atmosphere in the
office which wou~d· not have raised the question of impropriety 'in the first place."
If that' area wishes t0 avoid such publicity then it is imperative ·that they maintain
a very profe$sional manner as they work. A supeiior can be friendly an~ still
remain professionally detached. · ·
I believe that the general point of the Jan. 19 editorial was not to slander anyone
but that unprofessional activities are occurring and they should be stopped . The ·
editorial said, " ... . if there is a situation to be corrected, it will be. ,,.
If mistakes have been made, I would hope that all persons involved will learn
from these mistakes and go on in life.
Name,Wit hheld By Request

Ne.rt tim e you're in Mc.rico, stop

h ~J

Al-tL SIX developments provide for a
total of 8,528 indiv.idual housing units.
The housing is comprised of garden
apartments or multi-family housing 3,469 units, townhouses - 2,748 units,
patio homes - 1,268 units, condominiums - 388 units, and single
family homes - 655 units. Garden
apartments and multi-family housing
are geared to · meet conventional
student needs of one and two bedroom
facilities. Townhouses would enable
students to offset rising costs by renting
in groups of four to six. Condominiums and single family homes
would meet the needs of residents wanting to purchase a home.
When construction iS' completed, the
population ·and commercial
density will b~ concentrated · along
University Boulevard and Alafaya
T rail. As one moves out along these
r9ads, awa y from the univer sity,
buildiri'gs will spread apart and give
wa y to low density condominiums and
deta tched homes.
higbe~t ·

mu! 1·isit th<' C11 en'<> f ahrirn ill 7'< 'q11 i/a.

_ Since 1795 we've welcomed
our gues!~ with our best.
· A traditional taste of ·
Cuervo Gold.
Educational Center

LSAT
class starting Feb. 25
· Call Days £venln1s Ii Weekends

Tampa (813) 988-0003
10921 N. 56tl:I St.
Temple Terrace, Fl. 33617
For Information About Other Cent ers
In Major US Ci t ies & Ab road
Outside NY State

CALL TOLL FREE : 800·223·1712

Visitors to Cuervo have always been
greeted in a special way.
They'r~ m et at the gates and invited inside to experience. the unique ta~te of Cuervo Gold.
. This is the way we've said rrwelcorne "for rrwre than 180
year:s.· And it is as traditwnal as Cuervo Gold itself
Forthis dedicatwn to traditwn is what makes Cuervo
<!old t~uly special: N eat, on the :ocks, with a splas!y, of s?fla,
in a perfect Su_nrise or Marg~ritq, Cuervo Gold unll bring
you back t.o a time when quality ruled the worl<j,,
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Hello·neighbor,.can I borrow· two.eggs?
•

•

•

Would you lend two eggs to a neigh- newlyw eds if you were still baking him
bor?
ca kes:"
·
An informal ·study has found that
Peopl e living in urban and rural
most people will , regardless of whether
areas were equally fri endly. Thirtythey live in a big city or in a small
eight women and 13 men gave the
town.
students eggs and they all said the
In fact, if you claim that you are a
would lend almost anyting to a neighneighbor, most people will irivite you
bor.
into their homes., eyen though they do
It did not seem to matter who· the
. not know you.
students were or why they n .eeded the
Moreover, people ·say they will lend
eggs. When they were . interviewed ·
their neighbors almost anything they
later,.15 persons who gave the students .
need. "If you need something and I
some eggs said they had not believed
have it, I'll give it to you," said an urtheir story, but 10 of the l 5 had invited
ban· house.wife, "as long ~s it's not my
the students into their homes anyway.
$300 vacuum cleaner."
"I though I might . as well give
For a class project, two journalism
them to you ," said a 16-year-old boy.
students at the University of Central
"I 'didn't care why you really ·needed
them."
·
Florida visited 30 homes in downtown
sections of a big city and 30 hom~s in a
Thirty persons said they believed the
rural community and asked to borrow
studeRts . might be neighbors, even
two eggs.
·
though they had never seen . them
The 20~year~old coeds told residents
before. A 45-year-old woman in the big
they · "lived in the next block" and
city explained, "I don't know who is
needed two eggs to bake a birthday
living up the block."
cake for their husbands.
Another downtown resident told ·a
"Everyone was friendly," said Ann
student that her neighborhood is very
friendly . " I've lived here for years,"
Barry._ one of the coeds. " It didn't seem
to matter if they believed my story;
she said. "I have not had any reason to
they would immediately bring me
be suspicious. We don't even lock -the
eggs. This was more neighborly- than ·1
door."
Some residents welcomed the opporhad expected, especially in the big
city."
tunity to talk to a neighbor. 'Tm new
in the neighborhood, and I though it
Fifty-one . of the 60 persons they
would be a _good way to get acquainvisited _gave the coeds two eggs, but
ted,' '. said a 45-year-old man.
some though the request was unusual.
How~ver, one woman who gave
"At first I though it would -.be a cup
them two eggs · told the students: "If
of sugar," said one woman. "I was
.=you <pad stopp_ed me on the street ~.nd
surprised to find out you wanted eggs."
Other people sympathized with the , asked me for a nickel, I probably
wouldn't have given it to you. That's
~tudents. A white-haired woman said: ,
"I~n't that sweet. I though y_o~ -~t- be
tn-Qre li~e~l!g.:~ .

STUDYSM~RT

TAX
275-9483

~OOPERATIVEEDUCATION

SERVING THE UCF
CAMPUS AREA ·

-

·~

ADM. 124

·

,

_
·

~75-2314

.

a~~

O\.\ C'(E.N?

~,,

Mon-Thurs. i1 ·am : 1 am
Fri 11 am - -2 am
Sat · 4 pm - 2 am. ,
Sun 4 pm - 1 aM

'

Eight wo~en and ·one man refused
to help; four of them lived in the city
and five lived in the rural town.
However, six of the persons apologi'zed
and explained they had no·eggs.
Three of the eight women who
refused to help were elderly and ~ould
not even open their doors to ·the
students.
.
.
A'n 85-year-old ·w oman with a Scottish accent refused to ·open her _door
even after one o_L the coeds reveaded

.

that s}:ie was a journalism student and
was conducting a study. The woman
and her daµghter said they did not
believe the c9ed was a neighbor who
needed eggs, apd they apparently
doubted that she was a student.
The students returned all the eggs
before leaving ·the homes, · but some
people were reluctant to take them
back an asked, "Are you sure you don'~
want them?"

Complete Auto

''' The little shop t h at's
b ig o n q u a lity"

GOLDE;NROD
A·U TOBODY

AUTO MACHIN E SHOP

AREA

• ENGINE PARTS· •

DAVIDE. ~MIT~
.H ·
· .
OWNER
·
.

Pick-up and D elivery

deJ 3-EaljfA

678-2527'.· .

.•

SENATE ACTIONMEASURES ON 1st READING
Bill 11-37 Introduced by Doug White/ A bill a ll ocating$ I 00 to Beta -Alpha Psi.
Bill 11-38 Introduced.by Russ Crispell and Rob Rotter: A bill a ll ocating $450 for

1

~ · ~"

·

Bill 11-39 lntroduceil by James Blount and Ron Jakubisln: A b'ill a.I.loca ting $ 250 to
Rick Fa rl ey.

Best North~rn Style
Subs & Chef Salad

·

·

.

MEASURES ON 2nd READING
Bill 11-33 Introduced by Jim Soukup: A bill a llo ca ting $4 66.80

fot the purchase of
·
Introduced by Jim Soukup: A bill a llo cating $4 79 to the UCF wa ter ski

fenc ing for ra qu etba ll "ourts.

Bill 11-34
team .

Bill JJ .35 ·introduced by Jim Soukup: A bill a mending the election statut~s provid ing

ACROSS FROM FTO

PH . 277-3350

fo r a reea ll election. ·

.

·

Bill 11-36 Introduced by Mark Callahan: A bill a ll oca ting ·$ 368 fo r the purpose of
sendin g 13 stud ents to the model senate at Stetson Univefsitv on Ma rch-1- 4 , 1979.

Resolution 11-10 Introduced by Services Committee: A resolution supporting the

[_!

"
,

/

travel to the enr ichment progra m in M ia mi F lorida for. phvsica l educa tion m ajors.

DELI SANDWICHES

·, Across From UCf
275-30 52
·

e

SUB SHOP.

·IMPORTED BEER
&WI.NE
.
. LUNCH SPECIAL 11·3
SANDWICH 'N DRAFT
)i-$1 .70
GAME ROOM
~-SBREWS ON TAP ·
·. 25.¢ DRAFT 4-6 '.. ~

.

WlLL You TAKE. A

ANGELINA'S

/~ ~.ill~ ~
m~~u

lr

OUTOFtGG$,\)EAR~ ·

15AatAloma

UNIVERSITY CAB

,,,.

WE.'RE

HRS. MON. - FRI 10-11
SAT. 10-lO SUN. 11-9

:

esta blishm ent of a footb a ll prog ram at UCF.

·

·

MEETING OF JANUARY-25,1979
A bill which a mends the El ecti.on Statutes p roviding for a eentra-1 polling plate and votii:ig 'm achines for spring and fall.
elrctions. ·
•
.
BHJ 11-26 Introduced by.Mark Callahan: A bill appropr.iating 13,000 fro m the
rxreuti vc• rrsN VC' for thP purposr of hc•lping to fund a la rge spring concer:t.
Bill 11-30 Introduced by Mike Mueller and Mike Aber nathy: A bill allocating $300
for a ear<;rr clav for thr rnll rgr <)f Businrss Admini stration.
.
BUI 11-32 Introduced by Susan Huggins: A bill allocating $300 for fhe purchase of
nnifnrms for th r UCF bascall tr nm batgirls .
.
·

·Bill 11-20 Introduced-by Jim Soukup and Jim Blount:

Congratulations
NEW
SIGMA CHI
INITIATES
LOTS OF.LOVE
Your Lil' Sisters·

·Would you like a
yearbook · when
you graduate?
All interested students who .w ant to get involve_d
with the preparation of a U.C.f. yearboo~ are asked
to . get in touch with· Mark Omara or Armando
Payas in Student Government. Phone 275-2191.

r

I

.•
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Crowning unexpected honor for court
It was a surpnsmg moment for Beth Cranston
'when she heard her name announced last Saturday
-night as the first Homecoming Queen for the newly
named University of Central Florida.
So surprised she almost missed it.
"I was surprised," said Beth. "I never heard my
name and Jeff Lehman (her escort) told me three
times before it.hit me."
. ·
But now, after the excitement has died down, the
soft-spoken senior expressed happiness and honor at
winning the title, · although she is a little unsure of
what is expected of her during the reign.
·one of her first big opportunities will be riding in
an upcoming parade in Oviedo.
Beth was sponsored by her sorority Zeta Tau
Alpha . She has been a Zeta for the last two years and
said it has totally changed her view of college. Before ·
she said all she did was just go to school. "I didn't
reall y feel like I was part of UCF." Now through
things have changed ·and she has met many friends
through the Greek system.
Hailing from Melbourne, Beth spends her weekends
at Wa_lt Disney World worki~g in the Haunted Mansion.
.
In the forefront of her life now -are plans for her
career. With a June graduation soon approaching
Beth will be persuing her goal of becoming a teacher.
Currently she in interning at Forest City Elementary
School. She hopes to stay in the Central Flprida ·area
after graduation.
Beth said in the future she would like to branch"'out
into special educ'ation. "It seen:is like it would be
more-of a challenge," she said.
--

by Brian LaPeter
entertainment editor

_ When Rick Houser agreed to represent the Zeta
Alpha sorority for Homecoming King it was
- purely for the enjoyment of it, to help out his friends in
Zeta. But winning last Saturday night was a real
.
honor and surprise said Houser.
"I feally didn't expect to win," said Houser. "It was
a way to get me closer to the school."
Houser works full time as a computer operator for
the Allen Drug C9mpany. As a computer science
major the job gives hirri some good experience, but
Houser said that he is rriore interested in the business
end of computers and not the operations end. ·
"This is basically a holding over job, something to
get me through school," he said.
He plans to graduate in the fall of 1980 and has
several job possibilities already as a computer analyst
in Dallas or Los Angeles.
In his spare time, which he has very little of,
Hm~ser occupies himself with hunting and scuba
diving. He is also a member of Lambda Chi Alpha
fraternity.
·when asked his initial feeling upon hearing his
nam~ announced · as Homecoming King Houser
replied, "Excitement." "It was really hard to .
believe," he said. "I never really won anything qefore
this."
T~m

..

-

•

•
•

•
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Proud
Royalty

Last year's Homecoming
Queen Jodie Reddick crowns
· the new qu~en (above) during
halftime at Saturday's
Homecoming basketball ·game.
The game may have been a
loss, but Beth Cranston (left)
aQd Rick. Houser (right),
both Zeta Tau Alpha sorority
candidates, were big winners
as thi.s year's king and queen.

•

. ,..
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Costello rocks on
with perfectly crafted album .
by Don Gilliland
•taff writer

0.

I

Elvis Costello is ugly. !iis music,
howev.er, is beautiful.
Costello is, without a doubt, one of
the oddest looking musicians in rock
toda y. He has short, unkempt dark
hair, black horn-rimmed glasses and is
usually pictured wearing cuffed blue
jeans and a button up shift w.i.th a lhin
black tie and jacket.
Why ~e goes to all the tr?uble of
looking like that is anyone's guess,. but
thank hei;wen he does go to the tro.uble
of making good music.
His new album, "Armed Forces," is
an excellent collection of 12 pefectly
crafted tunes containing enough catch melodies to please almost ariyone.
· It's amazing how Costello can turn
out so many quality songs in the short
span that he has. It was only about 16
months ago that he released his Hrst
album, "My Aim Is True." Then, less
than six months later:, he came out
w.ith his second album, "This Year's
Model." Both .albums were received
~ery· well critically, but not as well
commercially.
"Armed Forces" however could, and
probably · ~ill be, the big album- to
break Costello to the rest of the public,
most of whom vfow ·him as some kind
_
ofoddity.
One selling advantage this album
has, besides the music, is the omission
of Costello's photograph on the cover.
Instead, "Armed Fotces" · displays a
strange, abstract, brightly colored
painting on the cover.
.
Ifs hard to say if this album is better
than the other two. Only repeated .
listenings will tell. "Armed Forces" is
· no m·ore spectacular than either of the

,

I•

·aook provides verbal arsenal
Mrs. Byrne's Dictionary
The Citadel Press
237pp:, $5..95

others but it's very safe to say that if
you liked either of them it would ·be
imposs.ible for you not to enjoy "Armed Forces."
Costello'.s band, the . Attractions are
on the cover thjs time (they also played
on "This Year's Model") but once
again they, or the instruments they
play, arerr't identified. On the inside
sleeve there is a color picture of
Costello and the band, but it identifies
them 9nly as Steve, Elvis, Bruce and
Pete.
Included with the album for a short
time islhe limited edition EP, "Live At
Hollywood High." The first side· contains "Accident Will Happen" and ·
"Alison." "Accident Will Happen" is
also included on "Armed_Forces" .by
the EP version is slow~r. "Alison" is
also given a great treatment, even better than the version· on ''.My Aim Is
True."
"Watching The Detectives" takes up
side two, clocking in at 6:06, unusually
long for a Costello song. A ·powerful
song live, it' do~sn't disappoint you
·
either.
Produced by Nick Lo"'Ye,. "Armed
Fprces" is a fun album, easy to listen to
and, of course, very enjoyable. My
favorite songs are "Senior Service,"
"Oliver's Army, '. ' "Green Shirt" and
"Goon Squad."
,
The best song on the _album though
(and the longest at 3:30) is "(What's So
Funny 'Bout) Peace, Love and Unde:standing." Written by Nick Lowe, the
tune really rocks as CosteHo's voice
takes on a different quality to it.
.
· Elvis Costello is making music like
no one else today. In this· era of heavy
metal monotony and disco drone, it's a
pleasure having him around._

by Deane Jordan
staff writer

Supercalifragilisticexpiolidociolls, which means atoning for ex •.
treme arid delicate beauty while
highly educable,
is a
hippopotomonstrosesquipedalian word .
--which you wouldn't know unless,
you've read Mrs. Byrne's Dictionary
of
Unusual,
Obscure
and
Preposterous Words.
Mrs. Byrne, daughter of famed
violinist Jascha Heifetz has amassed
in one volumne a collection of words which will confound your friends
at parties and · confuse those who
read what you write.
Everyone has wanted to own a
· nikin (a very soft creature) and hasn't
wanted to use .t ne work steatopygfa,
meaning fatty, wide, derrier. All of
us have· known. a gobemouche, a ·
gullible person who has been known
to swallow flies. Even the adjective

lazy sounds far better when
ergasiophobia is used in its place.
As odd as it may seem every word
. :In Mrs. Byrne's dictionary, even the
most ludicrous, has been accepted
as a formal or legitimate English
work by at least one major dictionary.
Here's a sampling of Mrs. Byrne's
fare: Nipperkin, an amount of
liquor rQughly equivalent to a half
pint; · graphospasm, writers cramp;
c~thusophobia, fear of sitting;
retromancy; fortuntelling by things
seen over one"s shoulder; furfu.raceous, covered with. dandruff;
kakistocracy, government by the
worst citizens; omphaloskepsis,
meditation while gazing at .one's ·
navel; dharna, an attempt to collect
a debt by camping on the debtor's
doorstep until he either pays you or
Y-OU starve to death; and merkin · 1)
female genitalia, 2) false pubic hair
and 3) a-mop for swabbing cannons.
Whether you use Mrs. Byrnes D}ctionary as a verbal arsenal or simply easy ·reading .it's an interesting
·
book.

'Hamlet' pre-sented in Ve tonight
'The National Shakespeare Company wil1 perform "Hamlet'' on Feb. 2 at 8 p.m.
in the Village Center Assembly Room.
· The New York-based repertory group, now in its 16th season, annually travel;; to
over 100 cities across the country. ·
The play concerns Hamlet's confused emotional state caused by the circumstances of his father's death and his mother's subsequent marriage to his uncle. K. C.
Kizziah, trained at the University of California at Berkley an the National
Shakespeare . Company Summer Conservatory, will depict Hamlet and his personal struggle.
"Our primary purpose is to bring the beauty and truth of Shakespeare to-young
people who oth~rwise would never see his plays done professionally and to give
American actors an opportunity to perform the classics," explained the company~s
co-founder and artistic director, Phillip Meister.
Mario Silett{, formerly of the Metropolitan Opera, will direct "Hamlet."
The performance is free for UCF students. Tickets for the public are available at
th~ VC main ·desk m: at the door for $3.
·

,Troupe .pe..forms Goldsmith play

Concert Listings
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

The Orlando Classic Theater wiil present Oliver Goldsmith's-_play "She Stoops
to Conquer" tonight, tommorow and Sunday.
·
The presentation will be in the Community Center of the Church of the Good ·
Shepherd at Lake Street and Hwy. 17-92 in Ma.itland.
Tickets are $2 .50 for general admission and $2 for students with their LD. card.
The production wil1 being at 8:30 p.m. Friday,. 2:30 p.m. Siih.irday and 7:30
p.m. Sunday and will also be presented next weekend at the sa.me times.

3 - Sea Level, Great Southern Music Hall/Orlando
9 - Herbie Mann, Great Southern Music Hall/Orlando
11 ~Heart, Lakeland Civic Center
16 - Santana, E~die Money, Curtis Hixon Hall/Ta~pa

...

"
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o . PHlBETA LAMBDA PRESENTS:. 0
Guess The Number of Hearts
In The Jar & Win!
1st, 2nd, & 3rd Prizes
. 25 ¢ chance or 5 chances/$1.00
. ·F eb. 2-13 11-i p.m . .
Education Building Feb. 2, 8, 9, 13
· Village Center Feb. 5, .6l.7, 12

Merrill.9,rothers·
f.eb. ind and 3rd . ·

2201 E. Colonial Dr.
1115 w. Colonial ~r.
5507 w. Colonial Dr.
1919 S. Orange Ave.
6320 International Dr.

Tony MeDa(liels Aeoullleal Ban•
Feb. 6th
.
Robert Coady-Band ·
Feb. 7th-10th

One Draft Beet
With This Adllf "Pitcher Nile" Mon., Tue.', Wed.~, *2.00 pitchers from ~-1~

1141iiiils.

/

516 Altamonte Dr.
.
7135 S. Orange Blossom Y.rall
915 W. Vine St., Kissimmee

C<lpyftgM

©

1971 by wtnc1y·s lnlft"1110n•I. lllC. All rigM• rncrwd .
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Stand serves New York flavor
by Gwynne Chastain
staff writer

There's a touch of New Y~rk on the
fringe of UCF's campus. The sign reads
"New York Style Hotdogs," ·but other
food is av.ailable too.
:Dick s{iehle 1 owner and proprietor
of Dick'~ Northern Style Hotdog Wagon·

Suehle tops his hotdogs with
steaming sa·u erkraut, onioi:is or hotdog
sauc~.

The smell of steaming northern style
hotdogs and spicy Italian meatballs in
sauce is enough to activate the salivary
glanc;ls and entice anyone to come and
taste the delectable menu.

/

Seve~al people came back for seconds.
Others said they like the food and ·
considered it an alternative to cafeteria
eating and vending machine food.
Suehle said his is the first· hotdog
wagon approved in the state~~d has
regular restaurant license. "As far as I

a

•

. 'It's the closest thing #'ve had to a meatball·sandwich••• '
sells his food across .from the Handy
Way Market on the west erid of campus, off Alafaya Blvd.
"New York Style," said Suehle,
"refers to the way the hotdog is made. I
use German hotdogs, which I order
from Deland. They consist of beef and
pork, are smoked, and contain no
cereal. bones or additives."

Suehle serves a meatball submarine
sandwich and ·a Polish sausage sandwich on fresh Italian bread. "I make
everything fresh _e ach day," he said.
"My food is nutritiollls."
'
Evidently his customers agree. As
one transplanted Yankee said, "It's the
closest thing I've had to a meatball
.sandwich since I left the snowy nort~!"'.

know, the retired veteran said, I am the
only hotdog wagon in Central
Florida."
The smiling stockily built proprietor
'greets everyone with a big smile.
·Originally from Baltimore, Maryl~nd,
he said that he and his family moved to
Florida and finally s~ttled in Orlando
in 1970.
·

Southern Photo

·Friends
Help Fight Inflation

·P hoto Supplies
Cameras • Strobes • Frames • Matts

Please Do Not Remove China, Glass,
Food or Silverware from your V.C.
Cafeteria.
Thank-you,

Pqrtraits
Weddings• Passports & l.D.'s
STUDENT
DISCOUNTS

Stan

·

Ffh(S

Quality Care
Family Planning

. 'J>oc.

r:tiiiic

··

@/inic .

ABORTION SERVICES
Unexpected Pregnancy
Alternative Counseling ·
Free Pregnancy Te~ting

Open: Mon-Sat 9-6
Thurs & Fri - till 9
Sunday 1-5

l.Dcille Ball says,
"Give a gift of
you.Be aRedCross
Volunteer!'

AN EATING .& DRINKING
ESTABLISHMENT
Unlimited Buffet•Soup•Salad ~ar .
SfEAK •SEAFOOD• PRIME RIB

,

Marinated Tenderloin
served with baked potato

Qualified Physician Gynecologists
Individual Confidential Counseling

WARNING:·
The IvoryTower
is about to
·collapse.
It~s your last year of college. Why think

about life insurance now?-Because, the
older you get the mor.e it costs. And next
year, it's all up to you. Find out
about CollegeMaster.

$4.49

liuYANYDiNNii.l

Phone: 628-0405
2233 Lee Road, Suite I 0 I .
Winter Park
Orlando-trea Chamber of Co~_merce
WJnter Park Chamber of Commerce

3184 E.- Colonial
Herndon Plaza
89.6-1724 ·

5101 E. COLONIAL DR.
273--8500

BIRTH CONTROL CLINIC

Establlshecl 1973. PhyslcJan Managed

... serves New York hotdogs.

A Public Service of This Newspaper & The Advertising Council

~

I Get 2nd Dinner of Equa~ I
I Value for 112 Off (with coupon) I
I
ALA CARTE ITEMS & TAX
I
I
NOT INCLUDED. NOT VALID
I
I
WITH_ANY OTHER COUPON
;..Expires: Feb. 9, 1979
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Cali the Fidelity Union CollegeMaster~
Field 'Associate in your area: .
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. Good News Al.lout

Auto Insurance
For College Students

We'd lik.e to insure your-.car. Why?
Because we specialize in providing auto
insurance for young drivers.· .
Who are we? Criterion Insurance
Company is a dependable, financially
strong company offering you ·important
.benefits like these: convenient payment
plans, country-wide claim service, ~river
training disrnunts an.d a wide chcicie of
c;overages to protect y·o u and your car ..
Like to know more? Call or visit us
today for a free, persone\l rate quotation
and complete information. There.'s no
obligation, of. course. And we~ll be glad
to answer your questions about auto
insurance.

CALL.6 45-1488

. JIM RICHARDSON
3131 CORRlll!E DR., ORLANDO, FLA.
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Senate to spend $13,000 forconcer~
by Deanna Gugel
associate editor

The Student Senate last week passeq a bill
allocating $ 13 ,000 fro m the Activity and Servi ce Fee
Reserve Fund to the Village Center for a large-scale
.• spring concert.
The senate money will be used to supplement
a nother $5,000 to be contributed by tl)e Village
Center for a total of $18 ,000 avail able for concert
fundi ng.
·
In other action , the senate p assed a bill allocating
$300 to Career Day, which is to be sponsored by the
Coll ege of Business Administration Feb. 14 for all
UCF students . They also allotted $300 to the UCF
batgirls fo~-: uniforms.
·

The concert bill , wWch w as introduced by ·Sen.
Mark Call ahan , a lso calls for the VC t o pay back all
the money borrowed from the. A&SF ~eserve Account
with profits from the event. If additional money is
left, a separate a ccount called " Student Government
Produ ctions" will be formed to fund future concerts.
The money for these con certs would h ave to be approved by the senate.
.
Paul Franzese, dir~_c~or __of Yillage Center
programming, sa.i d th~ group w ill pr~bably be ~
southetn rock and roll band unless th~ VC can get a n
outstanding group for a special rate. He said the VC
might ha ve to bring in a singl e perfor.mer if they do

:i;iot have th~_money to get a b and they want but sa id"
they definitely cannot afford the Blues Brother s. O f
the tota l $18,000 to be spent on the con cert, $ 11$12,000 h as been allocated for the performers . .
The concert will probably be held during the last
week in April ?r the first two weeks in May, a ccording to F ranzese. He said. the concert will probably
be held in either the UCF gymnasium or the Bob Carr
Auditorium a nd said there is a possibility the VC ma y
be ab_l e to use the Atlantis Theater at Sea World.
Both the B.ob Carr Auditorium and the gymnasium will hold about 2,500 people, a nd the
would have to sponsor two concerts in one even ing in
order to make a profit, F ranzese said.

Know limitations of film before shooting
third in a serie~
by Anthony B. Toth
editor-In-chief

•

..
•

I used to be a film snob. When I f ir"st
started shooting seriously with my 35
mm camera, I would only use either
black and white print film or _color
slide film . Color print film I though,
was for amateurs--people who shot
with instamatics. (The kind of camera
I started out with .)
Now I know better. Just about any
major name film will produce acceptable results ff put to the proper use. To
make the best use of your film you need
to know what its limitations are.
The graininess of a film is one consideration you ha ve to keep in mind .
When we talk about grain in films we
mean the size of the light-sensitive
particles in. it. These appear .to be ... lit-....

tle clumps when the nega tive or slide
is enlarged.
·
The more sensitive a_.f ilm is to light
(the higher the ASA number) the larger
the light-sensitive clumps will be and
the grainier the film. This is true in a ll
types of film be it color slide film or
black and white print film.
Kodak has a whole family of fast
(very light-sensitive) films with an ASA
of 400. There's Tri-X for black and
white, Ektachrome 400 for color slides
and Kodacolot 400 for color prints.
Foreign film makers too , ha ve a'
similar selection of films . These include !he Agfa , F uji and Ilford films.
·-_Many beginning photographers are
reluctant to use black and white fil_ms.
One of the reasons is usually th at it's
just "not as p retty" as colo r is. I felt t}:ie

same wa y but I.soon found that among
other things, black and white film was.
a lot cheaper to develop and print than
color. This was an important consideration when I started shooting a lot
of pictures with my new SLR. With
black and white film, you can go
through your "experimenting stage" -when you're . first learning the·
capabilities of your camera and _your- .
self--without S.P.ending too much
money.
· Color print film such as. Kodacolor.
is _good because the finished prin'ts can
be sent to friends and relatives conveniently and duplicates are relatively
inexpensive, I\odacolor comes in two
film speeds: ASA 100 and ASA 400.
· Both produce fine quality prints but if
you plan to enlarge them I wouldn't
use the 400 film for prints large than

~

NWA Wre$tling
. SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 4; 8:00 p.m.
University of Central Florida
Gymnas~um

SUZ{TKI

''Lights Out Match'' ·
with Killer Karl Kox vs. Jos Le Due

.OWN·
_G s ·4 oox 81095.: 8132 '.82'

GS 550 . $1799 $293:00
CA$SELBERRY
998 E. SEMORAN ·

834-1432

•MAIN EVENT•·
·Dusty Rhodes & Rocky Johnson
.
vs
Ox Baker & Pak Song in tag team competition
plus five other matches

an 8 by 10. ·
For rich color and fine grain, use the
slide films Kodachro1)1 e· 25 (ASA 25),
Kodachrome 64, Ektachrome 64,
Ektachrome 200 and Ektachrome 400.
The Kodachrome films have the best
color and finest grain of any amateur
film on the market. They can be used
with adequate lighting only, however
(such as sunlight or electroµic flash).
With the higher speed Ektachrome
films you can take advantage of
available light.
Although slides are not as handy for
viewing or giving ta others, they are
great for projection in front of large
groups at meetings or parties. Slides
can be made into prints but the process
costs more to make color prints from
Kodacolor film .

··-·········..I
I

II
I

~ ~~,

'

·f)· ~~

PRIX · 1
International
·

II . .
II
II First Lap Free I1
·I 501 Highway 436 I
II Casselberry,
Fl. 32707 I
· 830-5100
I
I
I
·I Expires: 2 /28/79 . I
·1
I
1 All Laps $1.15 I
I With Student ID 1

I

•••••••••••••1

..

Study Skills Program
Covers 5 Problem-Study Ar~as
• Organized Time
• concentration
• Study-Reading Technique
• Note-taking
• Taki.ng Exams

Call the Developmental Center
275-2811
Do~m C, Room 121

I

A Salute to the
. . PIKCS·
For a First Class
~ertormance in Winning
UCF's-First Homecoming
Festivities
Congratulations,
.
Love,
Your Lil Si$ters

,.,

SJ!orts
-Ladies

1-4
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KnightsS-1

subdUe·

'fhr UCF men's basketball team :
played two close games this .week-losing thr finit and winning the
second in overtime--to make their Sunshine State C<)nference Record 5-1 and
overa 11 re co rd 14-4.

Flagler
by Ann Barry

Despite the advantage of scoring
machine Bo Clark's return to the line. up and easy competition in St. Leo, the
Knights could only squeeze past the
Monarchs 96-95 in an agonizing overtime.

sports editor .

The . UCF women's basketball team
spiked Flagler 67-62 at home Wednesday night, using calculated offensive plays.
The scores was close and tied at
several po,ints in th~ game, but the

Gerald Jones tied the Knights 85-85
with two minutes left and . then gave
them the lead with two free throws in
the last 34 seconds of the second half.

Lady Knights kept their lead until the
Saints sneaked past 43-42 with 12
minutes left to play.
But the Lady Knights surges forward
and brought it back 63-56 with a
minute left in the game. Flagler us£'d
the time to sink shots but finished .t hr
game five points behind. Close. but no
cigar.
"I expected the game to be close,'.'
said G·o ach Nancy Sirmons.

But the Knights lead was lost when
Monarch Ken Allison put in a . jU!l)p
shot with two seconds left sending the
game into overtime.
Although the Knights came out on
top, the close score was uncomfortably
like Saturday night's Homecoming
game wheri t-he team dissapojnted a ·
full hous~ by falling just short of
Eckerd College on the scoreboard 71-

Tht' Lady Knights cballcngt~ 'Florida
International UnivC'fist~, tonight at 7
p.rn. in the UCF g~· m and Rollins
CollC'gr Monda~ at Rollins at_7 p.m.
Tht' team stands at 12-3 for thr
season . ·

70.

•••••
Knights Stats. Tues., Jan. 30:
St. Leo (95): Gates 3 0-0 6, Dowd 9 1-2 19., McDonald
10 0-3 20, Farrar 9 8-9 26, Mullins 2 0-0 4, Allison 7 0-0
14, D' Allen 3 0-0 6. Totals: 43 9-14.
UCF (96): Davis 4 2-3 10, Jones 8 7-8 23, Nix 5 3·4 13,
Jackson 2 2-3 6, Clark i.6 4-6 36, James 1 0-0 2, Mekar·
ski 0 0-0 0, Krull 2·2·2 6, Haas 0 0-0 O. Totals: 38 20-26.
Halftime scores: UCF 46, St. Leo 41; Overtime: UCF 9,

•••••
Trvouts and practice for tlw UCF
w<rnwn's softball. team begins Tu<'sday.
f'rb. (;)on .the new softball field at 3:30.

St. Leo 8; Fouls: UCF 21, St. Leo 23; Fouled out: .Gates, ..
Dowd.

p.m .
Am:· woman stud<'nt is wrlc.1onw to
conH' out. said coach Nancy Sirmons .
She will hold an organizational

Knig_h t Stats, Sat., Jan. 27:

. Wil Nix strains for a tip-in during Saturday's heartbreaking loss to
Eckerd College 71 to 70. Nix scored 14 points in the game; cheered o.n
by a full house of spectators.
·

meeting Monday. f<'h. S at 4 p.m. in
Room I 2S of.the Education Building.

~ckerd (71): Braithwaite 4 2-210, Mclachlan 7 1·31_5,
Bolton 3 1·1 7, Layer 6 0-0 12, Anton 8 2-2 -18, Kumpf·
beck 2 4-4 8, Perkins 0 1·41. Totals 30 11-16.
UCF (70}: Krull 3 0-0 6, Nix 5 4-6 14, Haas 1 .1·2 3,
Jackson 7 4-4 18, Jones 7 9.9 23, James O 0-0 0,
Stephens 0 O·O O, Davis 3 O·O 6. Totals 26 18·21.
Halftime score: UCF 39, Eckerd 33. Total fouls: Eckerd
15, UCF 20. Fouled out: Nix. Attendance: 2, 700.
0

Athletic funds may face SG review ·
by Joe Kilsheimer
managing edi~or

As part · of his <'xtcnsi\·.<' rrorganization <'ffort. President Trevor
Colbourn has propos<•d to estahl'ish a
so-called "Athktit-s :\uthorih·.·
The purpose of thP author'ity will lw
tq giw the leaders of Stucknt Governmrnt .mor<' control oy<'r how Int~r
rollegiat<' Athletics s1wnds tlwir funds

,,

now." Coll>ourn said to a Faculty
Srnatr Strrring Committee Jan. 18.
· ;"Student Government is now asked to.
fond a significant portion of the
Athletics budget, but one<' that l)lidget
'has bc<'n passed. thr~· .havr virtually no
sa~· about how that morn'y is spent."
Colbourn said tlw at:1thorit.\' would
ha\'(' nin<' -mentlwrs:- .the Student Body
pn•sidc'nt. a nwrnber of thC' Stucknt

The university now r'uns the
newly-constructed athletic
fields. They have been available
for student and team use since
Jan. 3. The fields have been
under the jurisdictio~ of the
contractor since ground was
broken one year ago ..The
·construction includes a track,
six tennis courts, support
facility, softbali field, baseball
field, two practice softbail fields,
soccer field, hyo practice
soccer fields, two racquetball
courts and an archery range.
Steve Wllllamslfuture

Senate Finance · committee, three
faculty members, the director of Intercolleg.iate Athletics, the vice president
for business . affairs, . an alumni
. n ;j)resrntative and a . representative
· from tht' Central Florida community.
Thr authoritv will mortitor Intercoll1,giatr. Athletic's
budget and
prop~)sed new budgets to the Activity;
and Srrvice fpe bwdget committee.

which meets in fhe spring.
Dr. Jack O'Leary, director of .Inter. collegia_te Athletics said he · is in favorof establishing an authority. "I think
it's super," 0'.Leary said. "We need
something that gives us a little better
communication with Student ·Government."
Student Body. President Mark
Oma·ra was in Miami th!s week and
was not available for .c omment.

-~-

'
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lntramurals
_The Intramural Frisbee Golf Tournament will be held this Saturday,
. February 3, starting at 1 p.m. Late entries will be accepted so anyone
wishin~ to compete should report at
• 12:45 p.m. to the P.E. Bldg.
..
Sign-up for Ultimate i.s Wednesday,
"Feb. 7, at 6 p.m. in P.E. 204 . All teams
must _h ave a representative at this
meeting.
This year, for the first time ever, Rec.
Services is holding a dart tournament.
The event is scheduled for 4 p.m. on
Friday, Feb. 9, with entries accepted
through Feb. 8. Start the weekend off .
·
right.
Intramural Results:

•

Bowling· Team
AFROTCll
Humps
DTD
SAE
AFROTCI
Bowllng • Individual
Kevin Berti
AFROTClf
1st
Alex Waldron
AFROTCll
2nd
Ski Sverkoskl
DTD
3rd
.Dave Salvatore
4th
SAE
Pete Krull
Humps
5th
Individual High Game: Kevin Burt. AFROTC 269

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

.._
•

•. The men's crew team hosts a rowing
exhibition Saturday with Princeton
Uni".'ersity in Winter Park on Lake
Maitland .
• Men's tennis team takes ·a swipe at
Jacksonville University Monday at 2
p.m. in Jacksonville and Florida
Southern on Wednesd?Y at 2 p.m. on
the new UCF courts.
·• ·ucF is hosting Dusty Rhodes Sunday
afternoon in the sun with the
wrestling team in an effort to raise ·
money for the team. The event is
sponsored ·by the Orlando Sports
Stadium, w_h ich has guaranteed to
. give the tec:tm $ l ,000.

lMo

1776
641
598

569
564
550

41-22
47-41
38-31
51-37
48-47
50-47(0T)
79-33 .
61·26
40-26
38·21
47.33
42·13
41·39
38-8

SOCCER
8·1
5 -2

Iran over SAE
Eagles over FS&S
PKA over FS&S
Iran over KS
Eagles over LXA Eagles·over KS
TKE I over Chi Phi
TKEll&SX
Humps over ATO
Wowdles over DDD
KDoverAXO
Tyes I overTyo II
Tyes II over DDD
KDoverZTA
Tyes I over AXO
"ZTAoverDDD

6-2
12·0
3.2-

s-1

10-0
Tied

2-1
10·0
7-1
7-1
4-2
3·1 .
1·0
4·0

All-American wrestler Rich Dombrowski can see to the end of the tunnel-a national ranking-since he was
selected most outstanding in the State
Collegiate Tournament Saturday, Jan.
27 at Brevard Community College.
The UCF grapplers out-muscied four
Florida colleges tn the tourney by a
decisive 35 poiflt win .
As a result, Dombrowski said he and
several members of the UCF team,
which totaled 96 1/2 points, can expect a
top seat in the UCF hosted. National
. Regional Tournament"February 16-17.
The victors in Saturday's championship finals were: Haruk{ Kawamukai
(118), Kirk MacBeth (126), Doug
Peters (134), Pete Kanter (l 42), Rich
Dom_b rowski (158), Ray Barker (190)
by default and Heavyweight Mike
Brown ..
Dombrowski will have to win in the
regional tourney to make It to the
NCAA Division II Tournament Feb.
23-24 no matter _h ow good his 9.- 1
record is..
.
"Yes," he'll do it, although, "I can ·
expect the cream of the crop," he said.
Now
regional
winners
are
automatically placed in the national
tourney, compared to the 60 % win
record required in the past.
But his 9-1 record will help him,
Dombrowski said. "It's easy to stay at
the top because the top seated· are
always matched agaillst the last seated
in a weight group ."

Dombrowski

Sports-briefs

1

The UCF women netters are swingfog sharply · in · their first year of intercollegiate competition, carrying a S~O record.
The tennis team swamped th~ University of Jacksonville S-1 Tuesday . Helen
Muench and Dominique Legen9re lost in number one doubles but the team '1\fOn all
singles matches. · ·
. The netters played the University of Tampa yesterday, but results were not
available at press time. They out-swung Tampa (5-4) in an earlier match for the
first time in four years.
"We w~re excited to beat Tampa and we'll do it again," sai-d Coach Rocky
Thomas.
UCF faces Stetson Thursday, Feb. 8. Thomas said they are the best team in the
state.
The UCF men's tennis team has it's compet"tion with one veteran, junior Tom
Lucci, and five new players.
·.
The team lost t0 Rollins Friday in ·a match marked by close sets. They play
Jacksonville University Mond'a y at Jacksonville at 2 p.m. and Florida So4thern
Wednesday on the new UCF courts at 2 p.m.

Crew rows tor Shows
The UCF crew teams will perform an exhib(tion row with Princeton University
Saturday in Winter Park on Lake Maitland.
The public is invited to the event which coach Dennis R. ·Kamrad said will be an
"interesting format" of boats racing at controlled speeds.
Races .w~ll covm- six to 1,000 meter stretches at increasing strokes per minute
such as 28 strokes to 30 to 34. ·
'
·
Both .the teams are in a period of training and technique work, Kamrad said.
The UCF crew team will use only one boat in the exhibition row. Kanfrad said
he has been trying to pick up two smalJ boats, that can hold four rowers with ·ad- ·
ditional funds allocated from Student Government.
The team had a large boat heavily damaged f~ll quarter when both ends were
chopped off. "We've got it glued together now," Kamrad said.

KEO
·BEER
& P'ZZA
fOR 10UR HOUDA1 PA~
. DELIVERED 7 DAYS A WEEK

r=:::;:~:l
( '"'"?.
~
w-- ,.,,,,.,
IAlOMA STORE ONLY) .

by Ann Barry
9fMlris editor

Women netters 5-0
2290
2051
1882

BASKETBALL
:ATO over SAE
SX over TKE.I
LXA over TKE I
FS&S over Forfeit
· Hoops over Tiie Beavers
STrlng Music over Forfeit
Humps over Chester's Gorillas
ROTC over PKA-11
Stralchh over KS II
Rainbows over TKE Ill
Psy Socks over tl•wk•
Humps ti over TKE II
Fossils over Bushwackers
PKA Lii Sh~ over AXO

Grapplers
trample over
state tourney

Don't miss it!

MICHELIN 1st

FIBERGLASS
DOUBLE BELT
30,000 Ml. &UAR.

A78-13
$15.91
18.97
878-13
C78-13/14 19.81
19.84
E78-i4
F78-14
20.67
G78-l4/1S '21.86
H78-14/15 22.93

l78-15

'24.68

2:flberglas-2 Polyester
Mfg. by Soodrich·Gooiyear

Mfg. by Goodrich

$19.77
A78-13
C78-13/14 21.96
22.68 .
E78-14
23.49
F78-14
G78-14/15 24.87
H78-14/15 '26.42
'27.63 .
l78·15.

.AR78-13 $29.97
BR78-13
31.83
ER78-14
33.53
FR78- l .4/ 15 34.72
GR78-l 4/-l S 36.91
HR78-1M15 38.48
JR-LR78-15 38.96

155x13
..$36.62
. 165x13
40.69'
45;77
165><15
185xl4
40.95
195x14
54.96
205ic14
56.91
· 205x15
61.33
215x14
63.47
·215x15
64~50
225x15
67.SS
230x15
78.57
UR
l
RADIALS ARE
STEEL. NOT Gt.ASS

$
·.

•••••
Final tournament Team Standings:
UCF
Broward Community College

1611.z

Florida International University

5811.z
19

Miami Dade North Community College

18 3/.

Brevard Community College

.'

. OFF

7 e~!~~~~

tires insta11eo & This Coupon
($150 OFF EACH TIRE)
Money back guarantee if undersold

-------FREE

.. inslant approval
• no finance charge
6 mo. to pay
•qualified buyers

CREDIT •

Pl.US WE HOllOR IOST DEPT. STIIRE Cit&. CARDS

ALLIED'S PRICE . PROTECTION
POLICY~

If wittiin 30 days ct our·
chase you can buy i · ·
comparable lire or
;
wheel for less money ·
including service and . ;
accessories than at Al·
lied Discount Tire
simply show proof andwe will refund you 11le •
diHerence & remerr.ber
ALLIED GUARANTEES ·'
MILEAGE

.J

- - - - - - ./:.~~1:····"·'

3604 ALOMA AYE.
:w1NTER PARK

\%.

.,,~··. : ·

671-3553.

A70-13
. $27.22
E70-14
29.66
G70·1'1-l5 31.80
H70·14-15
32.91

4 WHEEL DRIVE
MULTl-TRACS

MOTORCYCLE CENTERS

RADIAL so·s

FOREIGN CAR
STEEL.RADIALS
•0.000 Milt &llmnt11

LETTERS-OUTLINE or RAISED
2 + 2 30,000 MILE GlJARANTEE
860-13 · $27.83
G60.14-15 32.99
L60-14-15
36.66

H5R· i 3
165R-1 3
165R-1.d

8R60· 13
FR60-14
GR60-14, 15
LR60-14 15

$l9,62
29.89
"33.81

$600

CASSELBERRY 998 E. SE!WORAN

834-1432

SAVE UP

TO 4o%

MONEY BACK !-~
GUARANTEE IF iiii.:··
UNDERSOLD .
VIM" ..·
~.....-.

All tires-+ r.E.T. & W/W 2.99

FIVE STORES IN TAMPA AND ONE
1N BRANDON TO SERVE YOU

DISCOUNT TIRE STORES COAST TO COAST
ORLANDO.!UNION PARK

11815 E Hwy . 50 (At TUF b.uto P.arts)

299-9191

KEYSTONE. ET
ROCKET WHEELS

All TIRES
FIRST
QUALITY

DOWN

·gRLANDO 3407 W. COLONIAL

up

Guaranteed lo poss inspecrion

KAWASAKI
KZ 200 $995. $116.
KZ 650 $2249. $245.
KZ 1000 $2895. $325.

$42.32
48.64
S 1.37
55.71

USED TIRES ALL KINDS & TYPES

10· 15
$48.64
11 · I 5
• S3.79
··i.15
67.70
.. 15 H19hwoy Sl.25

STANDARD RIMS

40.000 MIL£ &UAlll.

:\:\ 01

CAMPER TRUCK

$2.00 MOUNTING -·

White Letters

.,..___....................._......
·

DAnONA 'iiACH

:~J3 'Jolusia Ave .

(At ""e.rguson Pont 1;ic 18 serv ice dept.)
Mon thr u Fn 8·5 ·30 Silt 8-3
PHONE 252-1850

LAKELAND

. ORLANDO

1512 N. Mills
(6etween M11:s & Nebraska Lumber·& Miami Rug1
Mon. Wed. Fn . i·30-5:30; Tues & Ttlur 7:30-7. Sat 8-4
PHONE 898·8300 SUNDAY 10-4

ec

ORLANDO-AZALEA PARK
<:,e

t'dbla Espanol"' 64i N Semoqm Blvd

Mon. Tues. Thur. Sat 8-6; Wed & Fri 8-8
PHONE 277-4262 SUNbAY

Memorial Blvd
(At Natioria1 Aull' Ser11ce Centers)
D c11 1y 8-!i.30. Sat 8- ~
PHONE 682-3357

ORLANDO

~-ii Rt = 3~ P. 1. -1
(At John ·r. .~ !NA; .
Open 1 day~ a we~k & ~ome eve:>.
PHONE 752-1091

ORLANDO

· PLANT C.ITY

;i !

ALTAMONTE ·SPRINGS

1301 Hwy. 436 (V~ mi. West of 17-92)
Mon. thru Fn . 8·8. Sat. 8-6
PHONE 339·7005 SUNDAY 10..4

__________.,.__________________________,..____

Daily & Sat. 8-6
PHONE 175-3670 ·

1().4

Colonial & Orange Ave
INe ~ t to Yamaha)
Mon. Tues. Th~r 8-5:30; Woo. Fri. 8-7: Sat. 8·4
PHONE 841-1630 SUNDAY 10·4
1310So. Ot. Bl Tr.
(At 4 Wheel Drive Center)

Mon.-Thur. 8·5 :30: Fri. 8·8; Sat. 8-4
PHONE 843-6590 SUNDAY 10-4

..

~--~'!"""'--------------

·llWNTER. GARDEN

96.' ~

d11y ·.::iil

ON· AUTO ROW
-Mon. thru Thurs. 8·5:-30- F.ri.· 8·7 .·i'.at. 8·4 ·.
PH.ONE 656°8185

EUSTIS

41_7
(At Muf11er Man)
Mon. thru Fri. 8-5:30: Sat. 9-3
PHONE 357·7851
.

THANKS FOR
•UYING AT
A"IED

s. ~y
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ACTIVITIES ·
.

.

HftMbET
NATIONA.L

. .

.

.

SHAK~·SPEARE

"An incredibly hilari~us and

CO.

tmif".'."g vision of a future .
...
. . . .·

. 8:00 p.~. Feb·. 2 .

earth.
.

b
a a0
-

- 1975 World Science
Fiction Conven.tion

'

"The film is ffrst -:ate science
fiction, ~otally alien and yet
unnervingly plausible."
- Los Angeles
Herald Examiner

·

-·
·

'.

his d oe..,. ·
-

.

_

,

Fri Feb. 2 VC MPR

Free w/student ID

. ·~
•

I

., ':{(

.

Wed. Feb. 7

·~_> _,.

4

:

··-

.

OAVID"OSELZNICKS .................
r.u.A:G.fJll (

M l ll ~ HLUS

"GONE WITH
THlt!IND"
CLARK GABLE
Vl\lEN LEIGH
LESLIE HO\\~\RD
OLIVIA dcllAVILL;~D
SlER(Ofl()NX;&mJ ·ME!llOCOOlR
t

. · ·free w/.ttudent id $1.00gp ·

.tT..

ll! llGlll'<ldase

"'=!~

.

VCAR
.

8.••3 0 p • m. •

~

.
~
~
~

Christia~

.

leadership
Conference .
~ B~ack Civil Rights
·~ Leader
.
t:r-· Anti violence
-~ protests ·.·
· ~

~

Chutk DaVisDanc, Co.
Wed. Feb. 7 VC Green
.

·

.··

Freew/ UCF
Student ID
GP $1.00·
VCAR · .

. --~

~ cO-sponSored hr
BSU &VC Speak~

Committee

·.

·~

· · -.
· · .,
. _ 1ormer1y plum nasf y

.

.

=
.
a_
~

. bsu
d~fe .

· president of

=- :.
--

. . ·J l:OO a.m. -

\ 1l:OOp.m.

feb.9
9pm-2am . VCMPR .
The Village Center A ctiv/ties ·Board is funtjed -.
through the A ctivity and S ervice Fee, as
allocated by the Student Government of F. r:u.

.

